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1. Introduction 
It is a ·well-known fact since Yule (1926) and Granger and Newbold (1974) that 
regressions involving nonstationary series can induce spurious correlations despite the 
absence of any correction between the underlying series. The first analytical study of 
these spurious regressions was undertaken by Phillips (1986) who derives the limiting 
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distributions of various OLS statistics when dealing with regressions entailing quite 
general independently distributed integrated of order one l( 1) processes. He proved that 
the distributions of the conventional regression statistics were quite different from those 
derived under the assumption of stationarity. Using a similar set-up, Marmol (1995) 
showed how to extend his results to the general l(d) case, with d being an integer 
number, whereas Haldrup (1994), Hassler (1996) and Marmol (1996) show that the 
spurious problem also appears in situations where the underlying processes are allowed 
to have different orders of integration. 
A common feature of the above mentioned papers is that they assume that the relevant 
processes become stationary after taking some number of integer differences. This 
assumption, however, can introduce discontinuities which often have drawbacks for the 
interpretation of the statistical estimation methods (e.g., the consequences of under or 
overdifferencing) or for their properties (e.g., the identifIcation step). These problems 
can be solved by working with the so-called fractional processes or long-memory models 
(Granger and Joyeux, 1980, Hosking, 1981), where the memory parameter, d, is 
assumed to be a real rather than an integer number. This class of processes have proved 
useful for macro-modelling, nesting the integrated processes as a special, and potentially 
restrictive, case. They are naturally introduced when we consider the aggregation of 
heterogeneous time series (Granger, 1980, Gonc;:alves and Gourieroux, 1987). Moreover, 
by allowing a rich range of spectral behaviour near the origin, they can provide superior 
approxim'ations to the Wold representations of many economic time series (Granger, 
1966). See Baillie (1996) for a review of the growing literature of econometric work on 
fractional processes and their applications in economics and finance. 
In this paper we tackle the question of spurious regressions under the fractional 
hypothesis in a multivariate single-equation set-up, which allows for the existence of 
cointegrating relationships among a set of nonstationary fractionally integrated 
processes, possibly with maintained deterministic components. We analyze how the use 
of the fractional methodology proves to be helpful in order to deal with the spurious 
phenomenon. The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the models 
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of interest and the relevant asymptotic theory with nonstationary fractionally integrated 
processes. Section 3 collects the results obtained on spurious regressions with fractional 
processes, while Section 4 concludes. Proofs are gathered in the Appendix. 
A word on notation. "Ve use the symbols "=>"," p)" and "==" to signifY weak 
convergence, convergence in probability and equality in distribution, respectively. 
Stochastic processes such as B(r), O:s r :S 1, are written as B for notational simplicity. 
Similarly, we write integrals with respect to Lebesgue measure such as J~B(s)d5 more 
simply as f B. The symbol 2:~=1 is denoted simply as 2:. Following the standard 
stochastic order of magnitude notation, we write AT == Op(I) to signifY that the random 
variable AT has a well-defined limiting distribution. Finally, all limits given in the paper 
are taken as the sample size T -)- Cl) . 
2. The models and the relevant asymptotic theory 
When a given series, Yt' becomes stationary after differenciating d times and the degree 
of differentiation, d, is not an integer but a real number, then the series is said to be 
fractionally integrated, denoted FJ(d), and written as 
where the equilibrium error, Cl' is a weak stationary and invertible process and where the 
fractional difference operator tl can be expressed in terms of a Maclaurin expansion as 
ITa = 1, 
with r(.) being the gamma function. It can be proved that the process is stationary and 
invertible when d E(-l/2,l/2); nonstationary but mean-reverting, i.e., returning to its 
equilibrium or long-run behaviour after any random shock, when d < 1, and 
nonstationary mean-averting, when d ~ l. Furthermore, it is stationary with short-
memory when d:s 0, and stationary with long-memory when 0< d < 1/2 1 (e.g. Bosking, 
1 We say that a stationary process is short-memory if it has autocorrclations that decay at an exponential 
rate, like the ARMA processes, whereas it is long-memory if its autocorrelations die out at the slower 
hyperbolic rate. 
-
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1981, Cheung and Lai, 1993 and Baillie, 1996). We will assume throughout the paper 
that the relevant fractionally integrated processes have memory parameters lying within 
the nonstationary range. 
Now, consider an n-dimensional time series {Yo(l4(ly;(lY~J generated according to 
and 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
where c;t is an mo-dimensional deterministic sequence of general form, Y~t and Y~t are 
m l - and m2 -dimensional (mo + m l + m2 = m) nonstationary fractionally integrated 
stochastic processes of order d and p, respectively, with p > d > 1/2, and the one-
dimensional (m + 1 = n) time series y,~t is generally fractionally integrated of order p. 
Here, y" i = 0,1,2, are coefficients of the associated deterministic components as they 
are defined in ;t. Assume, without loss of generality, that the fractionally integrated 
processes yg" Y~t and Y~t have initial conditions equal to zero for t ~ 0. 
Throughout this paper, we will postulate that the components of the vector 
y~ = (ygt, (Y~t)' ,(Y~t)')' are nonstationary fractionally integrated processes, possibly with 
different memory parameters, (do, d ll , ... , d lm[ ,dZ1 , •.• , dzmz )" that can be divided in two 
groups, (do, d2ll ... , dz"" ,dill'''' dim), according to some characteristic of interest and 
such that p = do = d21 =, ... , = dz"" and d = d ll =, ... , = d1m[, with P > d. For instance, one 
can be interested in separate those variables which are mean-reverting from those 
variables which manifest a mean-averting behaviour. Within each of these groups, one 
can reasonably assume that the processes, at least in the short-run, evolve similarly. 
Using (1)-(4), we have 
YOt = /30' ;t + f3'Y't + f32Y2t + lit = f3 xt + Ut' (5) 
-
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with /30 = Yo - PI YI - P2 Y2 · This set-up is similar to that considered by Haldrup (1994) 
in the p = 2, d = 1 particular case, and also includes the framework of Phillips (1986) if 
d = P = 1, Mannol (1995) if d = P = 1,2,3, ... and Mannol (1996) if d 7: P = 1,2,3. .. , 
YI = Y2 = 0, ;r = 1 and we do not allow for multicointegrating relationships in the 
conditional model (5). 
The fractionally integrated processes have received increasing attention due to their 
ability to provide a better description of nonstationary series, allowing for more 
parsimonious models. In particular, they seem to be well adapted to the study of the 
cointegrating properties of a number of series. In this sense, the notion of fractional 
cointegration, where we allow the equilibrium error to evolve like a (stationary or not, 
mean-reverting or not) fractionally integrated process (see, e.g., Cheung and Lai, 1993), 
avoids the knife-edged unit-root vs. no-unit-root distinction in the equilibrium error and 
therefore it pennits a wider range of mean-reversion behaviour than the standard 
cointegration analysis. 
In this paper we will consider two possible cases of interest from the point of view of 
the study of the spurious regressions. The first one is the case where the equilibrium 
error, 111' is Fl(p) , i.e., such that NUt = vt is stationary. In this case, there is no 
fractional cointegration. We will refer to it as the spuriolls case. Second, if lit is Fl(d) so 
that /:-/lIt = vt is stationary, then YOt and Y2t will be fractionally cointegrated FCI(p,p-d) 
processes, i.e., such that the equilibrium error follows a fractionally integrated process 
with coiritegrating vector (1, - ,sJ', and such that the process Y~t - P2ygl is a FI( d) 
process, that does not fractionally cointegrate with Y~t. Let us denote this second 
situation as partially spuriolls case. Both cases were considered by Haldrup (1994) in 
the p = 2, d = 1 particular case. 
In order to analyze the asymptotic properties of the above mentioned processes, we 
adopt the methodology developed in Akonom and Gourieroux (1988) and Gourieroux et 
al. (1989), and follow Haldrup's (1994) notation and procedures as close as possible. 
Assume that the error sequence 1-11 t = (VI' ill' iJ' is composed by (weak) stationary 
processes with zero mean and having moment of order r strictly greater than 
-
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max{p -1/2, 2}. Under this assumptions, a functional central limit theorem for 
nonstationary fractionally integrated processes due to Akonom and Gourieroux (1988) 
holds, so that, by letting by it = (lit , (y~ )' , (Y~t )')0, it can be shown that 
r 
D; IJ(TrJ => BOCJ(r) == f E(r - s)dB(s), (6) 
o 
where 
D = diag{Tt5-1/2 Td -Y7. I TP-J.1 I } 
T 'ml ' m2' 
with r, s E [0,1], r 1= s, and where 5 = p, d, according to whether we are in the spurious 
or in the partially spurious case, respectively. Here, B(r)= (Bo (r), El (r)', B2 (r n' 
denotes an (ml + m2 + 1) -dimensional Brownian motion with long-run covariance 
matrix Q given by 
partitioned conformably with wl' and where we assume that the diagonal submatrices 
Q 11 and Q 22 are positive definite such that It and Y~t are not allowed to be individually 
fractionally cointegrated. 
For the·ith component, ~'I' of the deterministic sequence, ~I' we assume, as in Haldrup 
(1994), that there exists a number ai and a function S; (r) , such that 
~T,(r)=ra,~i,[Trl=>S;(r), where ~T,(r)andS;(r) both are defined on [0,1] and are 
bounded, such that .;(r) = {SI (r), S2 (r), ... , Smo (r)} be linearly independent to ensure the 
nonsingularity of J se; . 
Now, define the mo x mo and m x m diagonal matrices DOT and .3p respectively, by 
D - d' {Tal Tal Tamo} OT - lag , , .•. , , 
and 
-
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(7) 
and let Zt = (~t>Yl~ ,y~j be an m-dimensional vector collecting the deterministic 
sequence and the fractional stochastic trends, so that Zt and xt are connected through a 
one-to-one mapping given by the relation 
xt = G'zr (8) 
with the m x m matrix G being 
(
1 
mo 
G= ~ 
° 
In this case, by using the functional central limit theorem (6), the weight matrix (7) 
and relation (8), we obtain the following weak convergence result, 
,""I.,. _ C--I( ,)-1 _ (' d' p')' :.JT~r-:.JT G xr=>B.= (,B I ,B2 , (9) 
and where B,m , i = 0,1,2, m = d,p, is a fractional Brownian motion defined as 
3. Spurious regressions under the null of fractional processes 
Let us now address the phenomenon of spurious regressions under the assumption that 
the time series of interest are generated according to the data generating process (DGP, 
henceforth) given by equations (1)-(4), with an equilibrium error which is assumed to be 
generated either as a Fl(P) process (spurious case) or as a Fl(d) process (partially 
spuriolls case). To be more explicit, we are concerned with the following DGP's. 
o jJ 0 jJ 0 Yor = I Y1r + 2 Y2r + Ut (spurious case), (lOa) 
..........., ..........., ..........., ~ 
Fl(p) Fl(d) Fl(p) Fl(p) 
and 
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o [J 0 [J 0 YOt = 1 Ylt + 2 Y2t + Ut (partially spurious case). (1 Ob) 
- - - --FI(p) FI(d) FI(p) FI(d) 
To start with, let us consider the analysis of the following linear regression model 
YOt = /Jo;c + /J1Ylt + /J2Y2t + lit = P Xc + Ill' (11) 
with jJ == (/Jo, /J1 ,/JJ denoting the OLS estimators. In the same manner, let us denote by 
D Wand R2 the usual Durbin-Watson statistic and the coefficient of multiple correlation, 
respectively. These statistics are defined as 
(12) 
and 
(13) 
In order to test hypotheses of the form Ho: 'Rj3 = r, where 'R is a (q x m) restriction 
matrix and r is a known vector with dimension (q x 1), without allowing for cross 
restrictions between fractionally integrated processes of different orders (see Haldrup, 
1994), we will use the standard F-test statistic, denoted and constructed as 
F =1 ('RjJ-r}[9t(LXtx~t1~H'r1(9tjJ-r) 
P q r1LU; . (14) 
Lastly, let t PI} denote the customary Hest statistic under the null hypothesis Ho: Pi] = 0, 
for i = 0,1,2, i.e., the coefficients associated with the deterministic, Yl t and Y2t 
processes, respectively, with j = 1,2, ... , m; . 
Theorem. Assume true the DGP (1)-(5), and consider the conditional regression 
model (11). Then, asymptotically, 
(a) in the spurious case, i.e, under (10a), 
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(ii) R2 == 0p(l), assuming that YOI is not dominated by higher-order deterministic 
trends; 
(iU) T 10 == Op(l); 
(iv) T 1/2t/3. == 0 (1),jor i = 0,1,2, and j = 1,2, ... ,m,; 
lj p 
(v) r 2d-I DW == Op(l), if d < 3/2, and 
r 2DW == Op(l), if d > 3/2, 
(b) whereas, in the partially spurious case, i. e., under (lOb), 
(i) rI/2-d:JTC(/J- /3) == GpO); 
(ii) r 2(p-d)(R2 -1) == GpO), assuming that YOt is not dominated by higher-order 
deterministic trends; 
(iii) r Il'~ == OpO); 
(iv) r 1I2t/3 == Op(l), jor i = 0,1,2, and j = 1,2, ... , m ; 
u ' 
(v) r 2d-1DW == 0p(l), if d < 3/2, and 
r 2DW == Op(l), if d > 3/2. 
From our Theorem, the following comments are in order. First, notice, from (a.i) and 
(b. i), that the order of the least squares regression coefficients will differ across 
fractionalIy integrated processes of different orders. In particular, /31 will diverge at the 
rate Gp (rp-d) in the spurious case, while it will be nondegenerate in the partially 
spunous ·case. Conversely, /32 will have a well-defined limiting distribution in the 
spurious case, and it will be a consistent estimator of its corresponding theoretical 
counterpart at the rate Gp ( r d-p) whenever we are in the partialIy spurious case. 
Notwithstanding, notice that the rate of convergence will depend on the difference p - d. 
This implies, in particular, that if p - d ;::: 0, then /32 will converge to its theoretical 
counterpart but only for fairly large samples, and the spurious and the partially spurious 
cases will have in practical terms almost the same effects. On the other hand, when 
p - d 2:: 1 (as in Haldrup, 1994), we get superconsistency. 
Consider now the OLS estimators of the deterministic coefficients. Writing out 
expressIOn T IIZ -83r C(p - 13), where 8 = p, d, according to whether we are in the 
spurious or in the partially spurious case, respectively, then, for the ith component of the 
deterministic regression coefficient, we obtain 
TU2 -lP-a, (f3A . _ 13 ) + T11Z-St-a, . (f3A - 13 ) + T I12 -St-a, 0 . (f3A - 13 ) == 0 (1)· 
o. o. rJ! I I r.2 Z 2 p' 
where ril and ri2 denote the ith rows of the rl and r2 matrices, respectively. This 
expression is identical to equation (15) in Haldrup (1994). As he notes, it is no longer 
clear in general which is the order of the deterministic components since it depends on rl 
and re. In the particular case when rl = rz = 0, then Po. == O)T5-IIZ-a,). Lastly, notice 
that, even in this particular case, 8 can be greater, equal or less than 1/2 + ai . 
Secondly, as regards the coefficient of multiple correlation, we have, from (b. i), that it 
has a well-defined limiting distribution in the spurious case. Conversely, it can be seen 
from (b.ii) that in the partially spurious case it tends to one in probability, having a well-
defined limiting distribution of order Op( [2(d- P)) , which depends on the difference 
between the underlying memory parameters. Notice that, as in Haldrup (1994), we have 
assumed that YO( is not dominated by higher-order deterministic trends. 
If we now focus our attention on the inferential results, we can observe, from (a.iii) 
and (b.iii), that the F-statistic diverges, as it has a nondegenerate limiting distribution of 
order Op(T), irrespectively of whether we deal with the spurious case or with the 
partially spurious case. Therefore, with probability one, this statistic will reject any 
proposed null hypothesis. With regard to the individual t-statistics, from parts (a. iv) and 
(b.iv) we observe that they also diverge at the order Op(TII2), in both cases. This claim 
remains true even for the deterministic components. Notice, lastly, that the divergence 
rate of the F-statistic is greater than the divergence rate of the individual t-tests, so that, 
we might expect a greater rejection rate for the former than for the latter. 
Lastly, consider the performance of the Durbin-Watson statistic. Haldrup (1994) 
showed that, in the particular case where p = 2 and d = 1, DW ~O at the order 
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Op (T), regardless of whether we are in the spurious or in the partially spurious case. In 
parts (a. v) and (b. v) we have proved that DW p) 0 for all values of p,d > 1/2 
irrespective1y again of whether we are in the spurious or the partially spurious case. 
Hence, the behaviour of this statistic continues to provide a useful way of discriminating 
between spurious and genuine regressions in the fractional case too. Notice, as well, that 
it converges to zero at the rate 0) r-2d ) if d < 3/2 and at the rate 0) r2) if d> 3/2. 
In this sense, Haldrup (1994) has already noted in an Appendix that if no 1(1) variables 
are present in the system, then DW == op(r2) (in the spurious case). Herein we showed 
how this claim is only true in the case where d> 3/2. 
As a last comment, Granger and Newbold (1974) suggested treating any regression for 
which R2 > DW as one which is likely to be spurious. The reason is that this inequality 
could be interpreted as a sign of lack of any equilibrium relationship among the variables 
in the regression, i.e., the presence of unbalanced or inconsistent regressions2, which in 
turn implies a nonstationary error term and hence strong autocorrelation in the regression 
residuals. From the results obtained in our Theorem, we can see how this rule continues 
to apply for the general set-up that we consider in this paper. Consequently, a test based 
on this statistic may have poor power properties in small samples, given that in the case 
d < 3/2, the order of convergence to zero of the DW statistic is almost negligible as d 
approaches 1/2. 
Conclusions 
This paper has studied the behaviour of spurious regressions In a single-equation 
multivariate set-up, that allows for the presence of quite general deterministic 
components as well as for the possibility of multicointegrating relationships, and where 
the underlying processes of interest are assumed to be nonstationary fractionally 
2 The term unbalanced seems to have many dilTerent meanings in the literature. As employed in the 
main text, models with regressors of different orders of integration are potentially unbalanced if there is 
no cointegration among the variables. Johansen (1988), however, uses the notion in a different context 
\\ith variables of different orders of integration, providing some rather technical conditions to be 
fulfilled in order for unbalancing to occur. I am grateful to one referee for pointing out this difference to 
me. 
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integrated processes. We further assumed that these processes have memory parameters 
which can conveniently be separated in two groups, d and p, according to some 
characteristic of interest to the practitioner. In this way, we encompass the set-ups 
considered by Phillips (1986), Haldrup (1994) and Mannol (1995, 1996) that were 
concerned with integrated frameworks. 
In this set-up, we have proved that when dealing with spuriously related nonstationary 
fractionally integrated processes, standard OLS inference remains invalid. More 
precisely, our results show that the F- and t-tests diverge, which implies that rejections 
grow with the size of the sample, despite the lack of relation among the relevant 
processes. We, then, find that the coefficient of multiple correlation has a well-defined 
limiting distribution in the spurious case, while it converges in probability to unity when 
the presence of multicointegrating relationships is allowed, although at a rate that 
depends on the difference between the memory parameters p,d. With regards to the 
least squares regression coefficients, we have proved that they have orders which differ 
across fractionally integrated processes of different orders. They can converge, diverge 
or even achieve a nondegenerate limiting distribution, depending on the difference 
between the actual memory parameters, and on whether we are in the spurious or in the 
partially spurious case. Lastly, the DW statistic converges to zero in probability in all 
cases, providing one useful way of discriminating between spurious and genuine 
regressIons. 
Appendix: Proof of the theorem 
OLS coefficient estimates. Given that, by definition, 
<=> TII2-o3rC(iJ - /3) = 3 rC( r 1 I:Xt X ; tic' 3 r3;. 1 c' - I r 1/2-0I. X/lip (AI) 
then, it follows from (8), (9) in the main text and the continuous mapping theorem 
(CMT, henceforth) that 
3rC(r 1 I. xtx;t I c' 3 r =.> (J B.B'.r 1 = n- 1 (say), (A2) 
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with the (m x m) matrix n being positive definite (a.s.). Equally, from (6), (8), (9) and 
the CMT, it follows that 
where 
{ 
P under (IOa) 
8= d 
under (lOb). 
Therefore, from (A2), (A3) and the CMT, expression (AI) yields 
TI/2-o3TG(iJ - /3) => n- 10 o' 
(A3) 
(A4) 
Coefficient of multiple correlatioll. As in Haldrup (l994), assume for the sake of 
simplicity, that YOt is not dominated by higher-order trends. In this case, 
T1/2-Py = T1I1- P rJ_ vO + T1/2 -Pu + 0 (1) Ot f JV2t t P , 
so that, under (lOa), we have that 
rW - p}, => rJ BP + BP 
Or 1-'2 2 0 ' 
from which it follows that 
r2p~)YOt - )10)2 =>;12[5 Bi(Bi} - f Bf f(Bf)']/32 + 
+ f(Btf - (J Bt r + 2;12f Bi Bt - 2;12f Bt f Bt, 
whereas, under (1 Ob ), 
T1/2-Py => jJ BP Ot 2 2' 
With respect to the residual, Ut' given that, by definition, u; = u; - (iJ - /3)' Xt , then 
Hence, using (A2)-(A4) and the CMT, it can be deduced that 
r 2°I/i/2 => f(Btr -0'JI- 10 o· 
Lastly, from (AS), (A7) and the CMT, we have that, under (lOa), 
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(AS) 
(A6) 
(A7) 
whereas, from (A6), (A7) and the CMT, under (lOb), we get 
F-test statistic. Equation (l4) in the main text can be rewritten as 
in which case, (A2), (A4), (A7) and the CMT, yield 
t-test statistic. By definition, 
where 2 ~ 2 ' {" ' }- 1 d a:: = r- 1" £lt2 stands fior the estimator of the sfiv = O'Ueij L..XtXt e ij , an. L.. 
variance of the error term. Here, eij denotes an m-dimensional vector such that 
so that ei3 = {Jij . 
e
ij 
= {ol for its ijth component 
otherwise, 
With respect to 0;:, notice that, by using equation (A7), we get 
rH,,&; = r- 2OL: u: => J (B:r - 0'"I1- 10" (== d&:>, say). (AS) 
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Let us transform the expression of s~u in the following suitable form: 
where, by construction, we have that 
(
D- I 
OT 
G-I:s- I - 0 T -
o 
Consider now the case i = 1, j = 1,2, ... , nIl' From (AI 0) we have that 
, G- I '"7- I _ ],1/2-d ' 
el} T ~T - elj' 
Therefore, under (lOa), equation (A9) becomes 
TI - 1(p-d) S2 = r l - 2P Cle':S G{rl " x x' }-I G':S e . 
PI} u I} T ~ t t T I}' 
so that 
r l - 2(p-d) 2 ~' n- I SfJ => u,,,,,e l e l , I} r-} } 
by using (A2), (AS) and the CMT. 
Likewise, under (lOb), equation (A9) yields 
employing the same arguments as in (A 11). 
(A9) 
(AIO) 
(All) 
(A12) 
Under the null hypothesis Ho: /3u = 0, we have, by construction, that /3lj = e;j (/3 - /3). 
Thus, using result (A4), (AIO) and the CMT, it follows that 
Td -P/3A , rr- le Ij =>e1j • p' (A13) 
under (IOa), while 
(A14) 
if we assume (lOb). Therefore, compiling all of the above results, we have that, under 
(lOa), 
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combining (All), (AB) and the CMT, whilst, under (lOb), from (AI2), (AI4) and the 
CMT, similarly, we get 
The case where i = 2, j = 1,2, ... , m2 is enterely analogous to the one above. Therefore, 
performing the same steps as in the i = 1, j = 1,2, ... , ml case, it is straightforward to 
show that, under (10a), 
whereas, under (lOb), 
Lastly, consider the case where i = 0, j = 1,2, ... , mo, I.e., the t-ratio for the 
deterministic trends. In this case, it follows that 
, C-I""I -[0 raj 0 _TI/2 -- d _T1I2 -p, J=(ra)(>O)' _TI/'2-d _TI/2 -p ) 
eo; ..JT - ,'"'' ~ , ... , ; Y;l' Y]2 - eOj ' YjP Y j2 
/no tImes 
where now egj denotes an mo-dimensional vector such that 
eg _ = {I for its 0 jth component 
; 0 otherwise, 
and where Yjl and Y j 2 stand for thejth row of the matrices Yl and Y2' respectively. Now 
assume Dj > d - 1/2. This, in turn, entails 
, C- 1",,] =TI/2-d(Td-arI/2( 0)' _ _Td-p ) 
eOj ..JT eOj , Yjl' Y j 2 . 
Consequently, proceeding as in the former cases, it follows that, under (10a), 
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(AI5) 
and 
Td-p R 'n- In fJOj :::::> 1]1 ~ P' (AI6) 
while, under (lOb), 
(AI7) 
and 
(AI8) 
Indeed, when aj < d - 1/2, 
which entails that, under (lOa), 
( 
0 J eOj T2- 2(p-a;) :: ry (( 0 )' 0' o')n- 1 0 == ~ 'n- 1 SpO) :::::>cJp:o eo; , , Up:01]o 1]0 
o 
(say), (AI9) 
and 
(A20) 
whereas, under (lOb), 
(A2I) 
and 
(A22) 
Therefore, equations (AI5)-(A22) and the CMT finally lead to the following expression: 
under (lOa) 
under (lOb ), 
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if aj > d-lj2, while 
under (lOa) 
under (lOb), 
for the case where aj < d-lj2. 
DlIrbin-Watson statistic. As In Haldrup (l994), assume by simplicity that no 
deterministic terms are present in Zt so that 
In this case, the numerator of the Durbin-Watson statistic can be rewritten as follows 
Now, let us be concerned with the case where 1/2 < d < p < 3/2. Under this 
assumption, ~Ylt, ~Y2t and ~lIt would be stationary fractionally integrated processes of 
orders d -1, P - 1 and b - 1, respectively. By applying the weak law of large numbers, it 
follows that 
rlI(~lit)2 ~var(~lIt) (= 2~, say). (A23) 
In the same manner, 
rlI~Yit(~YJt)' ~2ij' i,j=I,2, (A24) 
and 
rlI~Yit~lIt ~3i~' i = 1,2. (A2S) 
Therefore, under (lOb), we have, using (A4), (A23)-(A2S) and the CMT, that 
which, in turn, implies that 
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Indeed, under model (1 Oa), it is straightforward to prove that 
and thus 
Let us now consider the case d> 3/2, i.e., with l1YIt, l1Y2t and l1u( being nonstationary 
fractionally integrated processes of orders d -1, P -1 and 8-1, respectively. In this 
case, we get 
(A26) 
(= A, say), 
(A27) 
and 
(A28) 
Then, using (A4), (A8), (A26)-(A28) and the CMT, we obtain 
Lastly, consider the case p> 3/2,1/2 < d < 3/2. Now, ~Y1t will be a stationary 
fractionally integrated process of order d -1, ~Y2t a nonstationary fractionally integrated 
process of order p - 1, so that 
T2-2PI~Y2((~Y2J => J Brl(B["l)', (A29) 
19 
and ful t a stationary (nonstationary) fractionally integrated process of order d -1, if 
<5 = d (of order p-1, if <5 = p ). 
Let us, first, deal with the sub case <5 = p, and consider the weak convergence of the 
cross-moment (m2 x ml) dimensional matrix 
,,~ ~'= (" ~t/ ~l;i )1·_ . L... ~2t 0lIt L... '.I'2t '.I'It l-I, ... ,m2 
j=I, ... ,m., 
Following Dolado and Marmol (1996), it can be proved that 
T 2-p-d" L\vi ~vj == 0 (1) L.. ~2t :.I" It P , 
and 
Hence, (A4), (A8), (A26), (A30)-(A31) and the CMT entail the following 
Lastly, in the subcase where <5= d, then 
T2-P- d l: ~Y;t~Ut == 0/1), 
and (A4), (A8), (A26), (AJO)-(AJ2) and the CMT lead to the expression 
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